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Abstract
We argue that systems software can exploit hardware instrumentation mechanisms, such as performance monitoring counters in modern processors,
along with general system statistics to reactively
modify its behavior to achieve better performance.
In this paper we outline our approach of using these
instrumentation mechanisms to estimate productivity and overhead metrics while running user applications. At the kernel level, we speculate that
the scheduler can exploit these metrics to improve
system performance. At the application level, we
show that applications can use these metrics as
well as application-speciﬁc productivity metrics to
reactively tune their performance. We give several examples of using reﬂection at the kernel level
(e.g., scheduling to improve memory hierarchy performance) and at the application level (e.g., server
throttling).

1

plication code. Also, these mechanisms have been
successfully applied to the analysis and tuning of
application code through compiler [8] and link-time
optimizations, and applied to architecture evaluation. Despite the long history of using hardware instrumentation mechanisms, few studies focused on
using them to reactively change kernel and application behavior.
We advocate using currently-existing hardware instrumentation mechanisms as the foundation of a
kernel performance reﬂection facility designed to
collect real time performance information to reactively modify operating system and application behavior.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows: Section 2 describes our approach of using performance
reﬂection. We discuss examples of using performance reﬂection in OS kernels and in applications
in sections 3 and 4, respectively. Section 5 presents
related work. Finally, we present our conclusions in
section 6.

Introduction
2

Traditional processors have real-time clocks and interval timers. Today cycle counters and event counters are universally available in modern processors
and chipsets. For example, the AMD Athlon processor has four performance monitoring counters
(PMC) that can be programmed to count speciﬁc
performance-related events such as TLB and cache
misses. Moreover going beyond simple counters, the
Alpha EV67 processor and its successors includes a
ProﬁleMe [5] facility that can record the execution
history of a single instruction as it passes through
the pipeline. We expect that future processors and
chipsets will have even more hardware instrumentation mechanisms.
The most common use of these mechanisms is by
programmers to do performance debugging for ap-
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Our Approach

We propose adding a performance reﬂection facility
to the OS kernel to collect performance metrics using timers, event counters, and some programmed
hooks. These metrics can estimate overhead and
productivity.
First, some metrics represent costs: For example,
the TLB and data cache miss rates measure the
overhead that the system incurs in running the applications. We use these metrics to estimate overhead.
Second, some metrics count useful work: For example, the number of instructions executed, the ﬂoating point operation (FLOP) rate, bytes transferred
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to I/O devices, and the percentage of time the CPU
spends in user mode are measures of useful work
done. We use these metrics to estimate productivity.
We use the relationship between overhead and productivity to determine if there is a need to tune the
system. Figure 1 shows three schematic plots that
represent diﬀerent relationships between overhead
and productivity. In the ﬁrst plot, both overhead
and productivity are increasing, indicating that the
load on the system is increasing and the system is
behaving well. The second plot shows that the productivity is decreasing whereas the overhead is increasing. This corresponds to an undesired condition, such as thrashing when the system is in overload. Finally in the third plot, both overhead and
productivity are decreasing, indicating a normal behavior as the system load decreases.
There are diﬀerent ways of estimating productivity
and overhead. It is not necessary to use any speciﬁc metric for these estimates. It is also possible
to compute some metrics indirectly [1] if they are
not available from the hardware. For example, the
Cycles Per Instruction (CPI), which is a common
measure of processor productivity, can be computed
over some interval by taking the ratio of the number
of cycles to the number of instructions graduated.
While many diﬀerent kinds of events can be counted,
the number of distinct measures of productivity
counted either by hardware counters or the OS is
small, perhaps including instructions, FLOPs, and
bytes/packets transferred over I/O devices. Similarly, a small set of cost/overhead measures (cycles,
L2 cache misses, TLB misses, interrupts) is suﬃcient. The kernel can use its own heuristics, or it can
be guided by application advice provided through
an interface similar to madvise(3).
Productivity estimates can be enhanced with application cooperation. A variable shared between the
application and kernel can be used by the application to inform the kernel of its rate of progress [6].
For example, a multi-threaded network server, such
as a Web server or a ﬁle server, can use the number of requests served as its measure of progress and
requests per unit time as its productivity metric.

3

Use of Performance Reﬂection in
OS Kernels

The OS kernel can use the overhead and productivity metrics to reactively change its policies, such
as changing the quantum size or the scheduling policy. In this section, we discuss a few applications of
performance reﬂection in scheduling.

3.1

Memory Hierarchy Performance

Memory hierarchy performance can be very sensitive to competition on shared resources. For example, the standard conﬁguration of IBM Regatta
node has modules containing two Power4 processors
that share a common cache and interface to main
memory. Since it is known that many large scientiﬁc programs are memory-bandwidth bound, there
is also an HPC variant of the hardware that contains
only a single processor per module. For bandwidthlimited applications the second processor adds little or no additional performance and eliminating it
saves cost while further eliminating possible cache
interference. While it would not save the cost of
the extra processors, monitoring miss rates of the
shared cache of a standard node would enable the
system to either schedule only one thread per module or to possibly identify “compatible” threads to
co-schedule.
Similar scheduling strategies [9, 11] have been proposed for use with Simultaneous Multi-threading
(SMT) [13].
The performance of non-uniform memory access
(NUMA) machines is dependent on the assignment
of threads to processors. The kernel can monitor
memory behavior by, depending on the level of architectural support, measuring remote references,
cache miss behavior, or cycles per instruction (CPI).
Thread rescheduling decisions can then be based on
this feedback.

4

Use of Performance Reﬂection in
Applications

Applications can use the overhead and productivity metrics provided by the kernel, as well as
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Figure 1: The relationship between overhead and productivity.
application-speciﬁc productivity metrics to reactively change their policies.

4.1

Server throttling

To demonstrate the feasibility of using reﬂection
in applications, we show that our techniques can
be used to do server throttling. Our experimental setup contains a MySQL database server running under Red Hat Linux 7.0 with the 2.4.18 kernel on an AMD Athlon 1.3 GHz processor. We
used the shopping mix of the TPC-W [12] workload to drive the database server. Under this workload, the database server is the bottleneck. The
database server thrashes when the number of concurrent queries is too high.
We developed a simple controller that uses the overhead and productivity metrics to dynamically determine the concurrency level of the database by controlling the number of active database connections.
The controller receives all requests for database connections. It queues excess requests if the demand
exceeds the number of available connections. When
connections are released or more connections become available, queued requests are satisﬁed. The
controller uses the PerfCtr [10] kernel module to
read the number of L1 DTLB misses, L2 DTLB
misses, and L1 and L2 data cache misses from the
Athlon AMD processor [4].
The controller uses feedback from the kernel includ-
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ing the DTLB and data cache miss rates to estimate the overhead metric. It uses the percentage of
user-mode CPU utilization and the throughput rate
to estimate the productivity metric. The controller
reads the input values every second, and keeps an
exponential moving average of these metrics that
spans the last 60 seconds to prevent transient oscillations. The controller uses a simple heuristic: It
increases the number of database connections whenever both the productivity and overhead metrics increase, which corresponds to the situation where the
CPU has idle time and low DTLB and data cache
miss rates. The controller decreases the number of
connections whenever the overhead metric increases
and the productivity metric stagnates, which corresponds to the situation where the CPU is saturated
and the DTLB and data cache miss rates are high.
Figure 2 shows the performance of the baseline system (without the controller) and of the system using
reﬂection (through the use of the controller). The
performance of the baseline system increases with
the load until it reaches the peak plateau. Then, the
performance degrades because of thrashing due to
DTLB misses and data cache misses. As for the conﬁguration that uses reﬂection, the database server
is able to sustain peak throughput throughout the
overload region by controlling the number of active
connections to prevent thrashing.
Although, the controller prevented thrashing in the
overload region, the dynamic behavior of the system is still not satisfactory. The controller uses that
simple heuristic in an ad-hoc manner rather than a
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Figure 2: Server throttling for MySQL database server under TPC-W workload.
control-theoretic approach, which would guarantee
stability and responsiveness. We believe that it is
feaible to apply a control-theoretic approach that
prevents thrashing and substantially improves the
dynamic behavior of the system as the load changes.

5

Related Work

In this section we brieﬂy mention representative
work in areas where similar approaches are used.
Long term schedulers in batch systems have used
page fault frequency (PFF) as the objective function for decisions to increase or decrease the multiprogramming level.
Our approach is complementary to Morph [17]. Instead of optimizing the performance by rewriting
the binary code, we change the behavior of the system software without rewriting its binary code. We
argue that it possible for both approaches to applied simultaneously because Morph-like optimizations optimize the code for a speciﬁc hardware or
end-user pattern, whereas our approach addresses
other performance issues, such as thrashing, which
should be handled by speciﬁc policies (e.g., limiting
the level of concurrency or changing the scheduling
policy) rather than binary code optimization.
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Douceur and Bolosky [6] used similar techniques to
regulate low-importance processes. Our approach
strives to maintain maximal performance by adapting the system behavior using both productivity and
overhead metrics. This is in contrast to their approach where only productivity (progress) metrics
are used to regulate low-importance processes such
that they do not aﬀect the execution of other processes.
SEDA [15, 14] presents a staged architecture for Internet servers. Our approach is another point in
the design space of building systems that change
their behavior adaptively to improve performance.
SEDA oﬀers greater control within each stage of a
server; however, it requires a complete rewrite of
the software. In contrast, our approach gives less
control and requires far fewer modiﬁcations to the
software.
The MAGNET [7] tool tracks OS events and exports information on them to user level. It has been
used to identify Linux kernel problems (e.g., Ethernet driver, scheduler anomalies, overheads) and
it has been used to analyze and tune applications,
including creation of a reﬂective application.
In the Atlas [16] project, empirical techniques are
used to tune the performance of some BLAS and
LAPACK routines to provide portable performance.
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Bershad et al. [3] used feedback from special hardware to dynamically avoid conﬂict misses in large
direct-mapped caches by reassigning the conﬂicting
virtual memory pages.
In the AppLeS [2] project, an application-level
scheduler is used to adaptively and dynamically
schedule individual applications on distributed, heterogeneous systems.

6

Summary and Conclusions

We discussed the use of hardware instrumentation
mechanisms that are universally available on modern processors and chipsets as a basis for a performance reﬂection facility. Using this facility, it possible to estimate productivity and overhead metrics.
Systems software can use these two metrics to improve its performance. We showed several potential
uses: The OS kernel can use the metrics to tune
its scheduling decisions. Applications can use these
metrics to determine the concurrency level. Finally,
we provided a working example for using reﬂection
in server throttling to prevent thrashing.
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